Science Fact or Science Fiction?

In less than 60 minutes, television’s forensic scientists solve the crime and catch the criminal. But for “real life” forensic professionals, science doesn’t always provide the answers.

Troy University presents a discussion with Sam Braddock, a leading expert in forensic psychophysiology with decades of experience in law enforcement, counterintelligence and polygraph science. Braddock will discuss the facts and falsehoods from shows like “CSI”, industry related career paths, as well as administer a polygraph test on an audience member. Pack your Luminol and join us where science and logic come together.

Date: Sept. 18, 2007
Time: 6:00 pm
Place: Troy University
1010 N. Glebe Rd.
Suite 160
Arlington, VA 22201
RSVP: 800-645-8769
by Sept. 11, 2007
Seating is limited.